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Fun Fact:  A college application criteria was NOT engineering 

Aspirations:  Engineer business ventures, create jobs   

Admires:  Innovative companies creatively disrupting the status quo   business 
environment by utilizing IE principles.  

 

 

Why IE? 
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What is Industrial Engineering? 
Find out now! 

-Where can we work? Any place that involves a process 

-What do we do? Optimize, reduce waste, analyze, etc. 

-What do we focus on? Efficiency and quality 

-Why teach IE principles to middle and high school students? 



Why Industrial Engineering? 
Learn to model, manage, and optimize processes and systems by isolating and 

eliminating inefficiencies, while adding quality, productivity, and value 

Trains the mind for systematic and complex problem solving utilizing an 
interdisciplinary skillset applicable to a range of industries  

Provides understanding of business organizations and supply chains,  preparing 
individuals for careers in operations management 

Empowers one to improve the current state and impact the status quo! 

 





Our Project 
Task: Revise existing IME SMILE lessons and create a new module 

-Simplicity for teachers (formatting, readability, etc.) 
 -Relate IE to real-world applications 

End Product: Educational module with 4 lessons covering IME topics and kit to 
include all necessary materials 

-Optimization 
 -Facility Design 
 -Just-in-time Manufacturing 
 -Standard Work 



Main Objectives of Our Project 
-Awareness of IE 

-Connecting IE to real world applications (middle/high school) 

-IE careers 

 

 



Group Discussion Question 
Get into groups of 2-3 

-Compare “old” vs “new” lesson plan 

-What do you like about the new lesson plan? 

-What would you like to see changed? 

-General comments 

Discuss answers with table group and have 
one person report out 





Questionnaire 



Activity 



What is Lean Manufacturing? 
Management philosophy that adds value by eliminating waste in a process - 

 

 



Batch vs. One-Piece Flow 
Batch Processing: 

 Completing multiple jobs before moving to the next process 

One-Piece Flow: 

 Completing one job at a time 

Finding a balance that fits for the company 

WASTES: Over production, Excess WIP Inventory 



Get into groups of 5! 
Give everyone a number (1-5) and get in a line 

Processing (1-3) 
1: Take caps off the markers and place on the bottom 

2: Spin in a circle and place the cap back on 

3: Remove cap; Draw a circle with each marker on paper; Replace cap 

4: Quality Control Remove cap; Draw a star next to the circle of the same color; 
Replace cap 

5: Shipping Roll makers with paper and secure with rubber band  



Rules 
-Each round will be timed 

-Stand in numerical order (1-5) 

-You cannot pass your markers to the next person if they still have markers 

-You cannot set down the markers until they are ready to be “shipped” 



Batch Processing 



Tasks 1-5 
Processing (1-3) 
1: Take caps off the markers and place on the bottom 

2: Spin in a circle and place the cap back on 

3: Remove cap; Draw a circle with each marker on paper; Replace cap 

4: Quality Control Remove cap; Draw a star next to the circle of the same color; 
Replace cap 

5: Shipping Roll makers with paper and secure with rubber band  



One-Piece Flow 



Tasks 1-5 
Processing (1-3) 
1: Take caps off the markers and place on the bottom 

2: Spin in a circle and place the cap back on 

3: Remove cap; Draw a circle with each marker on paper; Replace cap 

4: Quality Control Remove cap; Draw a star next to the circle of the same color; 
Replace cap 

5: Shipping Roll makers with paper and secure with rubber band  



End of Activity Discussion 
-Did batch processing or one-piece flow work better? 

-What kind of production would one-piece flow work better? 

-What kind of production would batch processing work better? 



Thank you! 
These slides will be available on the SMILE website for your use. 


